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On the night of March 21st I had the opportunity to attend the Boston Symphony
Orchestra accompanied by a friend. The orchestra performed three pieces, Haydn
Symphony No. 60 in C, Debussy’s Nocturnes and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7.
I must admit that although I was thrilled the orchestra would perform Beethoven
7th Symphony I was concerned by Debussy’s piece due to previous lengthy non
functional experiences I’ve had with his music. As the orchestra entered on stage I
was struck by two things, the fact that there were different kinds of chairs on stage
which seamed to bother me and the realization the concert would be conducted by
Bernard Haitink, a guest conductor.
Haydn Symphony No. 60:
I found Haydn’s symphony to be very enjoyable, I came with the expectation
the piece would be very square and old fashion but there were elements which
seamed very fresh to my ears though I was a bit disappointed with how low the
entire orchestra sounded in it’s configuration. The woodwinds seamed to serve
merely as accents for the melodies played on violins and the brass was used very
sparingly and almost humorously scarce. Though the volume was low the piece
had a lot of energy and I felt grateful the last movement was a prestissimo for I
anticipated I would need an exciting ending in preparation for Debussy.
Debussy’s Nocturnes:
As the orchestra grew into a larger ensemble with a full brass section and
two haps my expectation improved and at the very beginning of the piece I had
given myself to Debussy’s world. The first thing I noticed was how different the
orchestration were compared to Haydn’s, the orchestra range was significantly
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larger with violins playing incredibly high dublings which gave it a very atmospheric
quality to the piece. I was also fascinated by Debussy’s creative exploration of
textural combinations such as the doubling of flutes with harps which had a gentle
sound with a firm attack that reminded of Stravinsky’s Firebird. I also enjoyed the
sound of the timpani doubled with the low register of the harp in pianissimo which
could be felt in my body but thanks to the harp still retained a clear pitch. Although
I was tired by the end of the third movement finding myself drifting away from the
mysterious world of Debussy’s music I felt my prejudices against him eliminated
and was quite pleased with the piece.
Beethoven Symphony No. 7
In my opinion Beethoven’s symphonies are always a safe experience and it
seamed appropriate to have it in the end much like a solid chocolate cake desert after
a simple appetizer and a complex flavored main course, I was not expecting however
the conductor to perform it so quickly. The entire piece seamed to be played faster
then what I grew up listening and I began wondering if the performances I’ve seen
as a child weren’t slower then Beethoven’s metronome markings. This turned out to
be a problem on the second movement which I’ve always been very found of, the
faster tempo seamed to strip the entire movement from the density of it’s emotions
and by the end of the movement I was very frustrated with the performance, the
third and fourth movements were however admittedly more exciting at the faster
tempo. As usual I had a great time at the Symphony Hall and left with melodies in
my head. I then rushed to Berklee’s practice rooms (which are conveniently close to
the Hall) in order to satisfy my momentary inspiration.
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